Exhibit VIII.A.6.b (Financing Description):
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Submit as Exhibit VIII.A.6.b. a detailed description of how the project will be
financed. Provide a statement of financing sources and uses for the Application
fee, Application and suitability investigation expenses, license fee, capital
investment deposit, and construction of the proposed Gaming Facility based
on the proposed construction budget and timeline provided pursuant to
Items VIII.C.19. and VIII.C.20. of the RFA, including reasonable and customary
contingencies, and the pro-forma forecasted financial information provided
pursuant to Item VIIIA.4. of the RFA. Provide a statement of financing sources
and uses, annually, for at least the first
first three (3) years after beginning gaming
operations using each of the high-, average- and low-case scenarios included
in the pro-forma forecasted financial
financial information provided pursuant to Item
VIII.A.4. of the RFA. Expressly identify the funding source to cover any forecasted
operating loss.
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The project is anticipated to be financed with $6
representing a 25% equity contribution to the project. T
ed to funding a minimum
of 25% and up to 30% of project costs in equity pursuant t
committed to sourcing the most efficient financing f
ovide
project completion guarantees that are normally be r
e than 30% be
required, the Applicant will pursue financing sourc
t is currently contemplated. We
have received six highly confident letters fr
o two commitment
letters. Based on discussions and indications as
ers, we have derived a base case
financing structure that assumes the equity c
eferenced above. This case provides
for conservative cost of financing as
tructure consists of a first lien secured
term loan bifurcated into a tr
nancing and a delayed draw tranche to be
committed at closing of the fi
ned period during construction. We anticipate
supplementing the t
endor and / or equipment financing. And, we plan
to have a $15 million revolver av
nancing package
to provide a w
ation of the project. We have received and are submitting
with this applica
with Goldman Sachs, W
edit Suisse, Macquarie, and UBS. We have closed
fi
xcept for UBS, on our other casino projects. And, affiliates
of ours in hav
eal estate transactions in the past. We also received two
commitment lett
om leading investment banks that were consistent with the capital
structure sho
, given our desire to maintain financing flexibility and to fully negotiate
terms and c
o execute the commitment letters.
The table belo

nancing assumptions:

